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Address UMEK Glass / JSC U.M.E.K. 
Stroiteley St., 1B,  
Chelyabinsk region 

Country Russian Federation

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
JSC «U.M.E.K.» is a suspension glass insulators production plant, one of the most modern plants of this kind in the world.  Its production
capacity amounts 4 million power lines insulators per annum that is approximately 6% from the world output nowadays;
The plant has the state-of-the-art equipment manufactured by leading global producers of special-purpose process line for glass industry. All
the stages of production, starting from raw materials preparation through to testing the finished products, form an automated manufacturing
chain;
The experience of the best industry experts and the newest manufacturing equipment allow to produce suspension toughened glass and pin-
type insulators. From the Arctic to the humid tropics, to the dry deserts our power line glass insulators are successfully used at power and
railway facilities.
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